
Strategies Applied:

• I wouldn't have been able to pull off this pricing without sales and coupons on the beans and the

tuna - and without my little herb garden in the strawberry pot on my kitchen step. If you haven't 
planted any herbs, it's still not too late if you can find any at your garden center. As far as sales 
and coupons, stock up on pantry items when they are the cheapest, not when you need them!

• White Beans: I never buy the canned beans unless I happen to get them on sale with a coupon, 

I think dried beans are normally a better bargain. Every now and then I see a great price when 
there is a great coupon, usually for S&W. Today I used canned, 9 cents for 15 ounces.

• Tuna: Normally I buy canned tuna, and try to look for a price between 66 to 88 cents for a five 

ounce can of white or albacore. (That would be without a coupon - but sometimes I get lucky 
and find a great sale on canned tuna and use a coupon with it, lowering the price, but those sales
and coupons are far and few between.) Today, I wanted to be a bit more "upscale" and use the 
pouch tuna, bought on sale with a coupon. The cost for 6.4 ounce pouch ran about $2.04

• (Note, if you want budget tuna, frozen, check at Aldi; otherwise every now and then my grocery

store has a name brand sale with coupon. And of course, if budget is no concern, then go for 
fresh.)

• Tomatoes: Any tomato will do, and in this photo I’d used some pretty yellow tomatoes – but 

only because a neighbor had overbought and gave me a package. Remember when I made Pesto
Pasta Salad a couple of weeks ago - I used the rest of the tomatoes in this salad. (What can I 
say, I'm a bit late in posting this, but they did last for a good long time. See how nifty it is when 
you share items you have too much of? You never know what you’ll get back in return!) If I 
were buying, I’d use whatever was cheapest, and the tomatoes I bought this week were on 
special 99 cents a pound. One tomato is about 5 ounces, 31 cents.

• Green beans: These are one vegetable that I just don't care for frozen, and are also one of the 

vegetables that are often less inexpensive by the pound fresh than by the frozen package. Look 
for sales - often the freshest beans come in for a big sale and the price is dirt cheap. Cost 99 
cents.

• Olive Oil: I have a whole system to buy olive oil, and look for about 8 cents a tablespoon 

(ounce.) Cost for this recipe, about 16 cents. See more here.
• If you do happen to poach your tuna in olive oil, strain it through a napkin and reuse it for 

cooking. Keep it in a jar in the fridge, it will thicken but you can put it in the microwave on 
defrost for a quick minute.

• Lemon: Pricing varies a lot and I generally buy on sale – this one was about 40 cents. Look for 

sales of 4 for a dollar, and stock up - a little lemon can go a long way toward brightening up a 
number of things, and if you're on a budget, small luxuries matter. Cost: 40 cents.

• Anchovies: I used to buy anchovies and freeze any extra well wrapped in plastic and then put in

a Ziploc, but lately I've been buying the little tubes of anchovy paste. The cost is almost 
identical. I used about 3/4 teaspoon of the paste - cost for the tube was $1.70, but will see me 
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through a lot of salads. Hate anchovy? Just omit. For this recipe, maybe a couple of pennies? 5 
cents.

• Garlic: Check by the head, by the box and by the pound. Generally it seems in any particular 

store one will be less expensive than the others. Cost for 2 cloves about 5 cents.
• Onion: I almost always use the cheaper onion rather than shallot - look for them when they're 

on sale and buy a bag - don't keep near your potatoes. Cost for 1/2 of a small onion at 33 cents a
pound is only about 10 cents.
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